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Mission 

Precognize prevents equipment failure in 

complex industrial systems.   

Problem 

There are more than ten thousand electricity 

turbine failures every year, hundreds of tons 

of lost production of petrochemicals, and 

billions of dollars of investment in maintaining 

redundant equipment. Many of these failures 

could have been prevented. 

Unique Technology 

It is almost impossible to process thousands 

of sensors every second and trigger only a 

few meaningful alerts. But this is exactly what 

Precognize does. Precognize can do it 

because we don’t rely on the data alone. 

Precognize cloud-based technology enables 

the organization to rapidly build a digital 

representation of the physical asset, and 

then convert it automatically into a 

mathematical graph.  It is then blended in 

real time into the machine learning process 

in order to provide a few meaningful, accurate 

warnings. The technology is based on years of 

research at the MIT and Technion in Israel 

(now ISO 19450) as well as on extensive 

practical experience. 

 

Success Stories 

Precognize was selected by BASF SE (ETR: 

BAS) to protect one of its critical assets. 

Precognize is also part of the GE Predix 

program and is offered by GE Power (NYSE: 

GE) to its customers. The prospects pipeline 

includes several leading companies in the 

energy sector, chemical, refineries, steel 

and more. 

Competitive Advantage 

These industry giants selected Precognize 

technology because Precognize is unique 

among its competitors in providing the 

following advantages: 

• A few accurate warnings are provided 

every day, while other solutions blast the 

operator with thousands of anomalies.  

• Explainable and actionable warnings 

are given using the terminology the 

operation team can understand. No 

statistical knowledge is needed. 

• Implementation is very fast and relies 

on existing data. No need for new 

hardware or new sensors.  

These advantages are inherently 

incorporated into our technological 

approach. In the process industry, these 

advantages are the key factors for success. 

 

Value 

Failures occur to every system. Better 

reliability means more production, more 

revenues and less maintenance costs. It is 

also an “insurance” against catastrophes 

that sometimes happen. More companies 

are investing time and money in predictive 

capabilities. The ones that will be behind 

the competition in their investments in 

analytics will be less competitive.  

How Does Precognize 

Work? 

Precognize is a cloud-based solution that 

was tailored to make your life simple. We 

provide you additional screen with few (0-3 

a day) meaningful, very early alerts.  All you 

need to do in order to use Precognize is to 

log in to Precognize web interface and 

create a model of your system. No prior 

knowledge is required (but you need to 

know your plant). Then your historian team 

will configure the historian to also send the 

data to Precognize. From now on you are 

protected. Clear warnings will be available 

via Precognize Alerts interface.  

Contact Us:  

Info@Precog.co  
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Success Stories 

Precognize was tested at a Siemens 450MWH capacity combined-cycle power plant. By using data from 750 existing 
sensors that were sent anyway to Siemens, Precognize triggered a single alert 48 hours before the CCGT had an 
“unexpected” shut down. Precognize alert identified the subsystems and parts that eventually caused the shutdown, 
while the regular control systems in the control room had shown no sign of an alert, leaving the operators completely 
blind to the upcoming shutdown    

Precognize was able to immediately pinpoint a faulty engine within a complex clinker production line. It took the 
operators several weeks to identify the same fault. 

The biggest chemical producer worldwide has selected Precognize after examining hundreds of alternative 
solutions. 

Precognize demonstrated that it can identify failures of turbines monitored by GE Power, 24 hours in advance. 
Precognize was also selected by GE Digital to be one of the first applications running on Predix through the GE’s 
Predix Startup Program. 


